the corresponding quantity p is zero. We shall also obtain certain related results in En and in Ea for series E^* with El M = °°-
The value of p in En is not new, although its inaccessibility seems to have been ignored. It was obtained in 1938 by A. E. Mayer [2] for finite series, and again in 1943 by H. Hadwiger [3] as a corollary to a general theorem on "direction-functionals."
Since many of our present proofs are strictly parallel to proofs in [l ], we shall make our symbols conform as closely as possible to those in that paper, shall use freely the theory of multi-dimensional analytic geometry, and shall generally omit proofs where the corresponding proofs in [l] are sufficiently suggestive. (Many of these proofs can be constructed from those in [l] by merely replacing the variable angle 0 by a variable unit vector and the element of integration dtp by the element of «-dimensional solid angle.) We shall denote components of vectors by superscripts on the symbols for the vectors themselves, let x represent a variable unit vector, use the summation convention with respect to repeated superscripts (thus x'b't signifies 2~2'x'bl)> use abbreviations such as 5* s¡ | fo | and (x, i*) = arceos (x'bl/Bk), and insert a "(+)" before a summand or integrand to denote summation or integration over positive values only. Unless we specifically assert that any particular discussion relates to En or to E", it is to be assumed to relate to both.
Let 21 be the class of absolutely convergent series, finite or infinite, Ea* (denoted alternatively by A) the class of nonzero vectors in En (»^2) or in Ex, and 2~la'i (denoted alternatively by S) the general subseries of Eö* f°r fixed Efl*-Let ® be the class of series 2~2bh (denoted alternatively by B) of nonzero vectors, in the same space, for which El M = oe > and E^' (denoted alternatively by T) the general subseries of E^* f°r fixed E^*-Theorem 1. Given an absolutely convergent series Ec* of elements in a Banach space, there exists a subseries Ec* °f maximum modulus.
Proof. If the proposition is false, then there exists a sequence of subseries Ej ci <") (v = l> 2, • • • ) whose moduli tend to the (finite) supremum of the moduli of all subseries Ec/ °f Ec*-Let successive subsequences of this sequence be chosen so that: in the first, Ci is a term in each series or in none; in the second, c2 is a term in each series or in none; and so on. Defining e" as 1 if cn appears in the series of each subsequence after the nth step in this process, and as 0 otherwise, we conclude that the modulus of each series in the nth subsequence differs from that of Ee*c* by not more than E*>» |c*| ! an(l smce this tends to zero as n becomes infinite, we see that | Ee*c*l equals the aforementioned supremum. The conclusion follows. Returning to £" and Ex, we define
In what follows, up to and including Theorem 3, Efl* wiU signify an arbitrary but fixed series of class 91. In En we integrate F(x) with respect to w over S, where a is the solid angle, whose element du = dx2dx3 • • • dxn/x1 (Ex'2=l) 's mã riant under rotation, and where S is the surface of the unit sphere.
Thus fsF(x)dü)= 2~2Akfs( + ) cos (x, ak)du>. But if for each k we introduce a rotation ti = biJxi in which b\=a\/Ak, we have fs( + ) cos (x, ak)dw=Js( + )£1da}=fS:(i>0d£'2d£i ■ ■ ■ d£n= Vn-U where Vn-i is the volume of the unit sphere in (» -l)-space. So fsF(x)do} = F"_i E-^*-And since also S = fsdu, we have max F(x) ^ 2~2Ak(Vn-i/S), so that, by Theorem 2a, p ^ F"_i/S, which has the value asserted for p in the theorem [4] .
We now divide S into portions AkS of maximum diameter 5, choose for each k the position vector £* of an arbitrary point in AkS, and consider the finite series 2~2ak -E^^*^-Then Fix) =E( + ) cos (x, %k)AkS. Letting e>0 be arbitrary, we choose 8 such that Before proving Lemma 9.2 (below), we make the following constructions.
In Ex we define h = (i, 0, 0, • • • ), h2 = (0, I, 0, ■■■),-■■ .
In En, for each v = l, 2, • ■ • , we divide S into portions Alty)S of maximum diameter 5(|,), choose for each k the position vector £tr) of an arbitrary point in Atp)S, and let 5W be so small that (2) T.(+)xiú'Vs-f(+)»V*. < 5/2 for all s.
(Compare the proof of Theorem 4.) Let N, be the number of portions into which S is thus divided and define the series E ^* °f class SB in such a way that the first Ni terms are the ^'AJ^S in any order, the next N2 terms are the ££2)A[2)S in any order, and so on. Remarks. The formula of Theorem 4, which of course provides again the value p = l/r in E2 which was derived in [l], also gives p=l/2 in Ei, which is correct, although inf¿ sups | Ea/ l/E-^* is attainable in Ei. Since finally, as noted by A. E. Mayer [2] , p as a function of » is asymptotically equal to 1/(27tm)1/2, we have an intuitive verification of the situation in Ex.
Sets of constant width in En (£" will denote Euclidean «-space) form an important subset of the set of all convex sets in En. For example, the Hausdorff k measure (0<k^n) of a subset of En is usually defined in terms of coverings of this set by arbitrary sets. However, because of the property that an arbitrary set is contained in a set of constant width of the same diameter, it is possible to refine this definition so that we need only consider coverings by sets of constant width. Unfortunately one cannot further refine the definition of Hausdorff measure, say to coverings by spheres, since it is not true that an arbitrary set is contained in a sphere of the same diameter. Thus in computing Hausdorff measures, the problem arises to find properties of sets of constant width that are analogous to those of spheres. It is the purpose of this paper to prove such a property; namely we establish a uniformity condition on sets of constant width (which incidentally does not hold for arbitrary convex sets). Roughly speaking, this uniformity condition states that parallel crosssections of a set of constant width vary continuously and that the variation for sets of given diameter d can be characterized independent of the particular set. Though the motivation given above for theorems of this type arises from measure theory, I think that the results are interesting from a purely geometric point of view.
For the properties of convex sets and, in particular, sets of constant width, that will be used in this paper, the reader is referred to Theorie der konvexen Körper by J. Bonnesen and W. Fenchel, Ergebnisse der Mathematik, vol. 3, part 1, 1934 . We shall in addition use the following notation:
As usual, the symbol -* will denote implication between sen-
